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Power of Embedded SystemsPower of Embedded SystemsPower of Embedded SystemsPower of Embedded Systems
 A typical batteryA typical battery--powered portable device lasts powered portable device lasts no no yp yyp y p pp p

more than several daysmore than several days in active modein active mode
 Frequent battery change is not desirable for manyFrequent battery change is not desirable for many Frequent battery change is not desirable for many Frequent battery change is not desirable for many 

applications such as:applications such as:
 Remote sensor and monitoring, unmanned vehicle, etc.Remote sensor and monitoring, unmanned vehicle, etc.

 The goal of power reduction in embedded systems The goal of power reduction in embedded systems 
is to is to extend the system lifetimeextend the system lifetimeyy

SmartMeshSmartMesh M2510M2510
Current: 24Current: 24 mAmA

FreescaleFreescale BeeKitBeeKit
Current: 100Current: 100 mAmA

Crossbow Crossbow MICAzMICAz
C ent 28C ent 28 mAmACurrent: 24 Current: 24 mAmA, , 

Last: 10.4 daysLast: 10.4 days
Current: 100 Current: 100 mAmA, , 

Last: 2.5 daysLast: 2.5 days
Current: 28 Current: 28 mAmA, , 
Last: 8.9 daysLast: 8.9 days

Energy available from 1 AA Lithium battery: 3000 Energy available from 1 AA Lithium battery: 3000 mAhmAh



Solutions for Low PowerSolutions for Low PowerSolutions for Low PowerSolutions for Low Power

Reduced duty cycleReduced duty cycle

Dynamic voltageDynamic voltage

Energy harvestingEnergy harvesting

Energy aware taskEnergy aware taskDynamic voltage Dynamic voltage 
frequency scalingfrequency scaling

Energy aware task Energy aware task 
scheduling and mappingscheduling and mapping

 Energy HarvestingEnergy Harvesting
 Draw parts or all of its operating energy from its physical surroundingsDraw parts or all of its operating energy from its physical surroundings

D i lt f liD i lt f li Dynamic voltage frequency scalingDynamic voltage frequency scaling
 Lowering V (while simultaneously and proportionately cutting f) Lowering V (while simultaneously and proportionately cutting f) 

causes a quadratic reduction in Ecauses a quadratic reduction in Ecauses a quadratic reduction in Ecauses a quadratic reduction in E

 EnergyEnergy aware task scheduling aware task scheduling 
 Effectively reduces the deadline miss and increases the system Effectively reduces the deadline miss and increases the system y yy y

reliabilityreliability



Energy Harvesting RealEnergy Harvesting Real--Time Embedded Time Embedded gy ggy g
System (EHSystem (EH--RTES)RTES)
 Energy Harvesting ModuleEnergy Harvesting Module Energy Harvesting ModuleEnergy Harvesting Module

 Solar panels are chosen to be the primary energy Solar panels are chosen to be the primary energy 
harvesting technology for EHharvesting technology for EH--RTESRTESharvesting technology for EHharvesting technology for EH RTESRTES

 Harvested power is timeHarvested power is time--variable, energy is calculated as: variable, energy is calculated as: 
2( ) ( )

t
E t t P t dt 

 RealReal--Time Embedded system moduleTime Embedded system module
1

1 2( , ) ( )H Ht
E t t P t dt 

 DVFSDVFS--enabled singleenabled single--core or multicore or multi--core processor running core processor running 
realreal--time applicationstime applications



Energy Harvesting RealEnergy Harvesting Real Time SystemTime SystemEnergy Harvesting RealEnergy Harvesting Real--Time SystemTime System
 Energy Storage ModuleEnergy Storage Module Energy Storage ModuleEnergy Storage Module

 To continue operation even when there is no energy To continue operation even when there is no energy 
to harvestto harvestto harvest to harvest 

 Energy buffer, provide a large energyEnergy buffer, provide a large energy--performance performance 
tradetrade--off spaceoff spacepp

 Conversion Monitoring CircuitryConversion Monitoring Circuitry
Measure and modulate the output from the EHMeasure and modulate the output from the EHMeasure and modulate the output from the EH Measure and modulate the output from the EH 

Module and direct the energy flow among the EH, Module and direct the energy flow among the EH, 
ES and RTES modules ES and RTES modules 

 Capable of performing automatic Capable of performing automatic maximum power maximum power 
pointpoint (MPP)(MPP) tracking tracking (MPPT) to yield the maximum (MPPT) to yield the maximum 
output poweroutput power



DVFSDVFS enable processor & Realenable processor & Real Time TaskTime TaskDVFSDVFS--enable processor & Realenable processor & Real--Time TaskTime Task
 DVFSDVFS--enable processorenable processor DVFSDVFS enable processorenable processor

 NN discrete operating frequencies discrete operating frequencies ffnn: {: { ffnn | 1≤ | 1≤ nn ≤ ≤ NN,  ,  ffminmin = = ff1 1 < < ff2 2 
<…<<…<ffNN = = ffmaxmax } } NN maxmax }}

 PPnn ::The power consumption at frequency The power consumption at frequency ffnn
 Slowdown factor Slowdown factor SSnn : : SSnn == ffnn//ffmaxmax

 RRealeal--time task set time task set TT {{TT11, . . . , , . . . , TTPP}}
 The worst case execution time of a task The worst case execution time of a task TTpp is denoted by is denoted by pp yy

wwpp, , DDpp is denoted as the relative deadline of is denoted as the relative deadline of TTpp, which is , which is 
also equal to the period of also equal to the period of TTpp..

 All tasks are independent and ready at the beginning of All tasks are independent and ready at the beginning of 
their period.their period.

 Slowdown factor Slowdown factor SSnn, then its actual execution time at , then its actual execution time at 
frequency frequency ffnn is is ww//SSnn



Existing Works OverviewExisting Works Overview
 AAdaptive Schedulingdaptive Scheduling DVFS (ASDVFS (AS--DVFS) algorithmDVFS) algorithm

Existing Works OverviewExisting Works Overview
 AAdaptive Scheduling daptive Scheduling DVFS (ASDVFS (AS DVFS) algorithm, DVFS) algorithm, 

schedules all the tasks in task queue and assigns schedules all the tasks in task queue and assigns 
frequency and voltage levels to them for evenly distributed frequency and voltage levels to them for evenly distributed 
workload for the processorworkload for the processor..
 S.S. Liu, Q. Liu, Q. QiuQiu, Q. Wu, “, Q. Wu, “An Adaptive Scheduling and An Adaptive Scheduling and 

V lt /F S l ti Al ith f R lV lt /F S l ti Al ith f R l ti Eti EVoltage/Frequency Selection Algorithm for RealVoltage/Frequency Selection Algorithm for Real--time Energy time Energy 
Harvesting SystemsHarvesting Systems”,”, DAC2009DAC2009

 By assigning tasks to the processing element with lowerBy assigning tasks to the processing element with lower By assigning tasks to the processing element with lower By assigning tasks to the processing element with lower 
operating frequency, migrate tasks among processors to operating frequency, migrate tasks among processors to 
further reduce energy consumptionfurther reduce energy consumption..gy pgy p
 T. Wei, Y. T. Wei, Y. GuoGuo, X. Chen and , X. Chen and S.HuS.Hu, “Adaptive Task Allocation , “Adaptive Task Allocation 

for Multiprocessor for Multiprocessor SoCsSoCs in Energy Harvesting Systems,” the in Energy Harvesting Systems,” the 
11th I t ti l S i Q lit El t i D i11th I t ti l S i Q lit El t i D i11th International Symposium on Quality Electronic Design11th International Symposium on Quality Electronic Design, , 
March 2010March 2010



Motivational ExampleMotivational ExampleMotivational ExampleMotivational Example

 Three TasksThree Tasks TT11 TT22 andand TT33 Three Tasks Three Tasks TT11, , TT22 and and TT33

wectwect:   2,   3,  1:   2,   3,  1
period: 5 10 20period: 5 10 20period: 5, 10, 20period: 5, 10, 20
U=0.4+0.3+0.05=0.75U=0.4+0.3+0.05=0.75

AS-DVFS: Total energy consumption is 18850mJ
Frequency

(MHz) 150 400 600 800 1000

XSCALE PROCESSOR POWER AND FREQUENCY LEVELS 

Voltage(V) 0.75 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.8

Power
(mW) 80 170 400 900 1600

Total energy consumption is 16875mJ

Normalized 
Speed 0.15 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0



Utilization Based Task Speed SelectionUtilization Based Task Speed SelectionUtilization Based Task Speed SelectionUtilization Based Task Speed Selection
 Selects the lowest possible speed that is higher thanSelects the lowest possible speed that is higher than Selects the lowest possible speed that is higher than Selects the lowest possible speed that is higher than 

or equal to the summation of utilization of all tasksor equal to the summation of utilization of all tasks
 Tasks are scheduled at the same speed based onTasks are scheduled at the same speed based on Tasks are scheduled at the same speed based on Tasks are scheduled at the same speed based on 

the total utilization, it also reduces the time and the total utilization, it also reduces the time and 
energy overhead of voltage and frequency changing.energy overhead of voltage and frequency changing.energy overhead of voltage and frequency changing.energy overhead of voltage and frequency changing.

 Complexity: O(Complexity: O(PP))
Speed Selection Based on Utilization

1. util=0;
2. for i = 1:P {
3. util += get util(Ti);g _ ( i);
4. }
5. choose lowest S from{S1,… SN}, such that util ≤ S
6 for i = 1:P {6. for i  1:P {
7. fti = sti + wi/S;
8. }



Avoid Energy Overflow and ShortageAvoid Energy Overflow and ShortageAvoid Energy Overflow and ShortageAvoid Energy Overflow and Shortage
 Limited energy storage capacity and the uncertaintyLimited energy storage capacity and the uncertainty Limited energy storage capacity and the uncertainty Limited energy storage capacity and the uncertainty 

of the harvested energy.of the harvested energy.
 TaskTask TT is scheduled to execute at time interval [is scheduled to execute at time interval [stst

     , ,O C p H p p D p p capE E st E st ft E st ft E   

 Task Task TTpp is scheduled to execute at time interval [is scheduled to execute at time interval [ststpp, , 
ftftpp] with speed ] with speed SSpp ::

 Round up the execution speed of taskRound up the execution speed of task TT to the ato the a

Deal with Energy Overflow and Shortage

 ,( , / S ) , / SD p p p new D p p p OE st w E st w E 

 Round up the execution speed of task Round up the execution speed of task TTpp to the a to the a 
higher speed higher speed SSp,newp,new ::

Deal with Energy Overflow and Shortage
Require: maintain P tasks in Q;
1. if (overflow energy) {
2 l l t ti f f t t k b d2. calculate new operating frequency for current task based on 
3. update the finish time of the current task;
5. } elsif (energy shortage) {
6. remove the task;
7. }



Task SlackTask SlackTask SlackTask Slack
 The CPU will not be fully occupied.The CPU will not be fully occupied. The CPU will not be fully occupied. The CPU will not be fully occupied. 

 A finite number of discrete speeds, and our algorithm A finite number of discrete speeds, and our algorithm 
selects the lowest possible speedselects the lowest possible speedp pp p

 Some tasks will be executed at a higher speed and Some tasks will be executed at a higher speed and 
finished earlier if energy overflow is predicted.finished earlier if energy overflow is predicted.

 Some tasks will be removed when energy underflow Some tasks will be removed when energy underflow 
occursoccurs

 Utilize the task slack Utilize the task slack 
 Insert Insert idle period to let the system harvest more energyidle period to let the system harvest more energy
 Further slowing down the future tasks for lower energy Further slowing down the future tasks for lower energy 

consumptionconsumption



Task Slack Management (TSM)Task Slack Management (TSM)Task Slack Management (TSM)Task Slack Management (TSM)
 ASAPASAP--TSM: insert the idle period as soon as the battery is TSM: insert the idle period as soon as the battery is p yp y

below 80% of the full capacitybelow 80% of the full capacity
 ALAPALAP--TSM: holds the slack until there is no more task to TSM: holds the slack until there is no more task to 

be executed and an idle period is automatically inserted.be executed and an idle period is automatically inserted.
 MSTFMSTF--TSM policy will not consume the slack unless the TSM policy will not consume the slack unless the 

h i d h h ldh i d h h ld EEenergy harvesting rate exceeds a threshold energy harvesting rate exceeds a threshold EEthth,,
Slack Reclamation

Require: Task slack is available after Tp is executed Slack Reclamation Slack Reclamation q p

1. for i = p+1:P {
2. sti = min(sti, fti-1);
3 if (st +w /S <ft &&(w /(w +slack)≤S );{

algorithm utilizes algorithm utilizes 
the slack to further the slack to further 

3. if (sti+wi/Sid[i]-1<fti&&(wi/(wi+slack)≤Sid[i]-1);{
4. slack = slack − (wi/Sid[i]-1 − wi/Sid[i]);}
5. Si = Si,slow;
6 }

slow down the slow down the 
future tasks for future tasks for 
more energymore energy 6. }

7. fti = sti + wi/S;
8. }

more energy more energy 
saving.saving.



Overall UtilizationOverall Utilization based Task Schedulingbased Task SchedulingOverall UtilizationOverall Utilization--based Task Schedulingbased Task Scheduling

Overall Utilization Based Scheduling and DVFS 
Require: maintain P tasks in Q;equ e: a a as s Q;
1. while (true) {
2. if (incoming new task)
3 push new task into Q sort all task based on their deadlines;3. push new task into Q, sort all task based on their deadlines;
4. schedule task in Q according  speed selection Algorithm;
5. }
6 h k il bl6. check energy availably;
7. manage the task slack according to Task Slack Management

Algorithm
8. execute current task in the task queue
9. remove finished task from Q;
10. }}
11. }



Task Mapping for MultiTask Mapping for Multi Core systemCore systemTask Mapping for MultiTask Mapping for Multi--Core systemCore system
 MultiMulti--core schedulingcore scheduling

 Global scheduling: assign task to each core and allows task migration Global scheduling: assign task to each core and allows task migration 
 Partitioned scheduling: allocates each task to one core permanentlyPartitioned scheduling: allocates each task to one core permanently

 Partitioning periodic realPartitioning periodic real--time tasks in a multiprocessor time tasks in a multiprocessor is NPis NP--Hard Hard 
problem, wproblem, worstorst--FitFit--Decreasing is best heuristicDecreasing is best heuristic
 HH AydinAydin and Q Yang “Energyand Q Yang “Energy--Aware Partitioning for MultiprocessorAware Partitioning for Multiprocessor H. H. AydinAydin and Q. Yang, Energyand Q. Yang, Energy--Aware Partitioning for Multiprocessor Aware Partitioning for Multiprocessor 

RealReal--Time Systems”, Time Systems”, Proc. of International Parallel and Distributed Proc. of International Parallel and Distributed 
Processing SymposiumProcessing Symposium, 2003., 2003.

Multi-Core UTB Partitioned Scheduling
Require: maintain a ready task queue Q 
1. sorted periodic tasks based on non-increasing order of their 

ili iutilization;
2. for i = 1:P {
3. find the core Cj with the lowest utilization;
4. allocate the task Ti to the core Cj; 
5. }
6. execute Utilization-based Task Scheduling;



Experiment SetupExperiment SetupExperiment SetupExperiment Setup
 Energy source: SolarEnergy source: Solar Energy source: SolarEnergy source: Solar
 Periodic tasks, number of tasks is arbitraryPeriodic tasks, number of tasks is arbitrary
 Task period distributed randomly from 10s to 100sTask period distributed randomly from 10s to 100s Task period distributed randomly from 10s to 100sTask period distributed randomly from 10s to 100s
 Intel Intel XscaleXscale and PowerPC 405PLand PowerPC 405PL

A tili tiA tili ti UU Average core utilization Average core utilization UUaveave
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SingleSingle core Deadline miss rate comparisoncore Deadline miss rate comparisonSingleSingle--core Deadline miss rate comparisoncore Deadline miss rate comparison
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Task Slack Management AlgorithmsTask Slack Management AlgorithmsTask Slack Management AlgorithmsTask Slack Management Algorithms

 TSM1~4 represent the ASAPTSM1~4 represent the ASAP TSM ALAPTSM ALAP TSMTSM TSM1~4 represent the ASAPTSM1~4 represent the ASAP--TSM, ALAPTSM, ALAP--TSM, TSM, 
MSTFMSTF--TSM and the slack reclamation policy. TSM and the slack reclamation policy. 
TSMTSM 4 d TSM4 d TSM 3 id t 10 91% d3 id t 10 91% d TSMTSM--4 and TSM4 and TSM--3 provides up to 10.91% and 3 provides up to 10.91% and 
8.86% improvement compared to TSM8.86% improvement compared to TSM--1 and TSM1 and TSM--2 2 

ti lti lrespectively.respectively.
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MultiMulti core with different partition algorithmscore with different partition algorithmsMultiMulti--core with different partition algorithmscore with different partition algorithms

Compare o r proposedCompare o r proposed UTili ationUTili ation BasedBased ((UTBUTB)) Compare our proposed Compare our proposed UTilizationUTilization Based Based ((UTBUTB) ) 
multimulti--core partition algorithm with the random core partition algorithm with the random 
partition algorithm and task movement algorithmpartition algorithm and task movement algorithmpartition algorithm and task movement algorithm.partition algorithm and task movement algorithm.
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Comparison of SingleComparison of Single--core and Multicore and Multi--core core p gp g
ProcessorProcessor
 The multiThe multi--core system is able to execute more taskscore system is able to execute more tasks The multiThe multi core system is able to execute more tasks core system is able to execute more tasks 

under the same solar panel and energy storageunder the same solar panel and energy storage
 The multiThe multi core system is able to utilize thecore system is able to utilize the The multiThe multi--core system is able to utilize the core system is able to utilize the 

overflowed energy that is wasted due to the limited overflowed energy that is wasted due to the limited 
energy storage capacityenergy storage capacity

Core Number 1 2 3 4

energy storage capacityenergy storage capacity

Uave (Average
Utilization %) 60 30 20 15

Average DMR (%) 8.61 6.52 5.21 4.19g (%)

Normalized 
Consumed Energy 1 1.06 1.09 1.13

Normalized 
Overflowed Energy 1 0.94 0.89 0.84



ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions
 We proposed a lowWe proposed a low--complexity and effective taskcomplexity and effective task We proposed a lowWe proposed a low complexity and effective task complexity and effective task 

scheduling algorithm for EHscheduling algorithm for EH--RTES based on task RTES based on task 
utilizationutilization

 We proposed the We proposed the UTilizationUTilization Based Based (UTB) partitioned (UTB) partitioned 
methods to schedule periodic tasks on multimethods to schedule periodic tasks on multi--corecoremethods to schedule periodic tasks on multimethods to schedule periodic tasks on multi core core 
schedulingscheduling

 Achieved less DMR than random and TMA multiAchieved less DMR than random and TMA multi--corecore Achieved less DMR than random and TMA multiAchieved less DMR than random and TMA multi core core 
schedulingscheduling

 Illustrated the trend of DMR with different TSMIllustrated the trend of DMR with different TSM Illustrated the trend of DMR with different TSM Illustrated the trend of DMR with different TSM 
algorithmsalgorithms

 Compared the DMR consumed energy and overflowedCompared the DMR consumed energy and overflowed Compared the DMR, consumed energy and overflowed Compared the DMR, consumed energy and overflowed 
energy of singleenergy of single--core and multicore and multi--core processor. core processor. 



Thanks!Thanks!

Questions?Questions?Quest o sQuest o s


